Creating FP17W/FP17OW Forms On-Line - Wales
Introduction
The following provides a step by step guide to operating the new claim creation process.
Text highlighted in green indicates those changes caused by the changes to the FP17W applicable
from 01/04/20.
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Menu Options
Select “Activity” from the left-hand menu on the Compass Homepage.
The next menu will now include new options to enable you to enter details for new FP17W or
FP17OW claims which can be created and submitted to Compass processing without the need to
complete a paper form, post it to BSA Newcastle and await its eventual data capture. The claim can
be created by the Performer, submitted and processed in seconds to appear on Compass as a valid
claim waiting to appear on the next pay statement. Alternatively claims can be created by operators
other than the Performer for later authorisation by the practitioner concerned who will then submit
and process the claim in Compass. For longer courses of treatment claims can be created and kept in
an amendable “Draft” state pending their eventual “Finalisation” when, depending upon whether
the “Finaliser” is the Performer or not, the claim can be submitted for processing by Compass or will
be placed in the Authorisation list.
The claim creation options will vary depending on what type of user you are.

Performer/Provider
If you are a Performer/Provider you will see the following six options:
“Activity Creation”
“Activity Creation (Performer)”
“Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims”
“Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims (Performer)”
“Activity Authorisation Search”
“View Authorisation List”
“Activity Creation” will allow you to create claims for other performers within your practice. Claims
created in this way will need separate authorisation by the performers involved before they can be
submitted to Compass and they will be placed in an Authorisation list for the Performer concerned
to await that authorisation. Claims can however also be created in Draft form for later Finalisation.
“Activity Creation (Performer)” will allow you to create claims in respect of your own patients which
you have treated. Claims created in this way will be sent immediately to Compass for validation
processing. Alternatively, claims can be created in Draft form for later Finalisation.
“Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims” will display a list of draft claims created for performers within the
practice. These can be amended as necessary or can be finalised. The latter will result in the claim
being placed in the Authorisation list for eventual authorisation by the Performer concerned.
“Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims (Performer)” will display a list of draft claims created which
contain you as the designated performer. These can be amended as necessary or they can be
finalised. The latter will result in the claims being sent immediately to Compass for validation.
“Activity Authorisation Search” will display a list of claims set up by others which are awaiting your
personal authorisation as the dentist involved. Once they are authorised the claims will be sent
immediately for Compass validation processing. Claims can be authorised individually or the

“Authorise All” option can be selected. This will authorise all the claims in your authorisation list in
one go.
“View Authorisation List (Provider)” will display a list of claims created within the practice which are
awaiting performer authorisation. This is a view only process and cannot be used to actually
authorise the claims which still must be done by the individual performers themselves.

Performer
If you are a Performer you will see the following three options:
“Activity Creation”
“Activity Authorisation Search”
“Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims”
“Activity Creation” will allow you to create claims in respect of your own patients which you have
treated. Claims created in this way will be sent immediately to Compass for validation processing.
Claims can however also be created in Draft form for later Finalisation.
“Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims” will display a list of draft claims created which contain you as the
designated performer. These can be amended as necessary or they can be finalised. The latter will
result in the claims being sent immediately to Compass for validation.
“Activity Authorisation Search” will display a list of claims set up by others which are awaiting your
personal authorisation as the dentist involved. Once they are authorised the claims will be sent
immediately for Compass validation processing. Claims can be authorised individually or the
“Authorise All” option can be selected. This will authorise all the claims in your authorisation list in
one go.

Non-Dental Providers, Practice Managers, Receptionists
If you are a Compass user but not a Performer you will see these three options:
“Activity Creation”
“Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims”
“View Authorisation List”
“Activity Creation” will allow you to create claims for performers within your practice. Claims
created in this way will need separate authorisation by the performers involved before they can be
submitted to Compass and they will be placed in an Authorisation list for the Performer concerned
to await that authorisation. Claims can however also be created in Draft form for later Finalisation.
“Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims” will display a list of draft claims created for performers within the
practice. These can be amended as necessary or can be finalised. The latter will result in the claim
being placed in the Authorisation list for eventual authorisation by the Performer concerned.

“View Authorisation List (Provider)” will display a list of claims created within the practice which are
awaiting performer authorisation. This is a view only process and cannot be used to actually
authorise the claims which still must be done by the individual performers themselves.

See Summary of Functions According to User Log-on Type section later in this document

Activity Creation “Launch” Screen
Whichever user type you are, if you choose to create claims you will be presented with a “Launch”
screen (DCS137 if you are creating a claim as the Performer or DCS136 if you are creating claims on
behalf of the Performer – the layout is basically the same) as shown below. This will ask you for a
Contract Id, a Performer Id, a Location Id and a mandatory Form Type. If you have not logged on as a
Performer, or have not logged on as a Provider/Performer and chosen “Activity Creation
(Performer)”, the “NOTE” in blue below will appear reminding you that the claims created will need
independent performer authorisation before they can be submitted to Compass for processing.







Contract ID
The Contract Id must be entered. It can be filled in by typing in the contract id or by selecting
it from a drop down list of applicable contract ids shown if the adjacent magnifying glass
symbol is clicked.
Performer ID
The Performer Id will be pre-populated with your own personal number if you have logged
on as a Performer or as a Performer/Provider and chosen “Activity Creation (Performer)”.
Otherwise it can be typed in or it can be selected from the drop down list of applicable
performers shown if the adjacent magnifying glass symbol is clicked. Any Performer Id
entered will be automatically displayed on each subsequent claim creation screen. If you are
not a performer the Performer Id on this screen can be left blank but it will mean that,
unless you are creating draft claims, on every subsequent claim you create you will need to
enter or select a Performer Id.
Location Id
This can be entered manually or selected from a drop down list of applicable locations
shown if the magnifying glass symbol is clicked. Any Location Id entered will be automatically
displayed on each subsequent claim creation screen. The field can be left blank but it will



mean that, unless you are creating draft claims, on every subsequent claim you create you
will need to enter or select a Location Id.
Form Type
The Form Type is mandatory and is available from the drop down list. Simply select FP17 or
FP17O as appropriate.

You can then create a series of claims all for that Form Type and all for the Contract Id, (if entered)
the Performer Id and/or Location Id selected.

For FP17O claims see the separate section later in this document.

FP17W Section
If you have selected to create FP17W forms the next screen displayed will allow you to enter the
relevant information. You may notice that the layout of this screen is very similar to the existing
claim amendment screen DCS120 whereby paper claims can be amended. Unlike those screens all
the data fields (except the prepopulated Contract Id and, if selected, Performer Id and Location Id)
are blank awaiting fresh data entry.

FP17W Creation Screen
The fields coloured green are mandatory fields, unless the narrative indicates that they are optional
if the claim is saved as a Draft.
At the head of the screen (below) are the following fields:






Contract ID
This is a non-amendable field and is the Contract Id entered on the preceding “Launch”
screen.
Performer ID
If previously entered, the Performer Id will also be shown but this can be amended if
necessary. If the Performer Id has not been previously entered it must be entered at this
stage unless the claim is saved as a Draft.
Note that even if the whole of the course of treatment was carried out by a Dental Care
Professional there must still be a dental Performer number entered.
Treatment Location ID
If previously entered the Location Id will be shown but this can be amended if necessary. If it
has not been previously entered it must be entered at this stage unless the claim has been
saved as a Draft.

The different areas of the form are represented by separate “tabs”. Most of the “tabs” you may be
familiar with from past claim amendments but there are three new ones that it has been necessary
to create.
The following will detail the information required in each “tab”.

Patient Information

Patient information can be entered either by:
a) typing the Surname, Forename and Date of Birth and selecting the appropriate Sex. This will
need to be used for new patients to the practice. For the patient’s address, this can either be
typed in manually or the Post Code can be entered, the magnifying glass adjacent to it
clicked and the appropriate address selected from the resultant list (see Address Selection
List screen sample below). Note that the Date of Birth can be entered in either of the
following formats:
DDMMCCYY
DD/MM/CCYY
b) selecting the patient from an existing list of patients applicable to the contract and/or
performer specified (see Patient Selection List screen sample below). This is instigated by
using the magnifying glass symbol next to the field “Patient ID”. The patients will be shown
with the most recent available addresses that we have for them. The list can be reduced and
refined by entering search criteria at the head of the appropriate column (eg. Entering a
surname or part of a surname at the head of the Surname column). Select the appropriate
patient and the patient and address details will populate the relevant fields on the tab. If the
address is no longer correct this does not preclude the patient being chosen and the address
can be suitably amended afterwards, either manually or by entering the new postcode and
using the Postal Address Selector magnifying glass symbol.

Patient Selection List

Address Selection List

This screen also allows for the recording of the optional Previous Surname, Patient’s E-mail Address
and Patient’s Mobile Telephone Number fields. The two fields labelled “Patient Declined” are greyed
out as they are only applicable to FP17OW claims.

Dental Care Professional

This tab is to be used whenever a Dental Care Professional has provided all or part of the treatment
associated with a claim whose Date of Acceptance is on or after 01/04/20. If used on claims dated
earlier the screen will fail.
Enter one tick box only to show in which of the four categories applies to the Dental Care
Professional.
Also enter the GDC Number of a Dental Care Professional involved. This will normally be of six
characters or fewer but will be automatically padded out to 10 digits on entry. Alternatively, the
magnifying glass can be selected and the appropriate Dental Care Professional selected from the
resultant list (below).
Once selected the name of the Dental Care Professional will be shown to the right of the box. If the
Dental Care Professional GDC Number is entered and is not found on the register or if the date of
the claim precedes the registration date of the Dental Care Professional then the screen will fail with
an appropriate message.
If a Dental Care Professional category is ticked then the GDC Number is mandatory and vice versa.

Dental Care Professional Selection List

Treatment Dates/Incomplete



Date of Acceptance
The Date of Acceptance is a mandatory field and can be typed in any of the following
formats or selected from the calendar selector provided:
DDMMYY
DD/MM/YY
DDMMCCYY
DD/MM/CCYY



Date of Completion Same as Date of Acceptance
If this box is ticked then the previously entered Date of Acceptance will automatically
populate the Date of Completion or Last Visit.



Date of Completion or Last Visit
The Date of Completion or Last Visit is a mandatory field (unless the claim is saved as a
Draft) and can be typed in any of the following formats, selected from the calendar
selector provided or generated from the “Date of Completion Same As Date of
Acceptance” tick box above:
DDMMYY
DD/MM/YY
DDMMCCYY
DD/MM/CCYY
Where the course of treatment is incomplete the date of the last visit must be
entered in this field.

The dates cannot be in the future and of course the Date of Completion cannot precede the
Date of Acceptance.


For Incomplete Treatment the Band of Treatment Actually Provided
Only if the course of treatment is incomplete will this “tab” be used to supply the band
of treatment actually carried out. It is available from a drop down list and only values of
1, 2, 3 or space can be entered. Note that in order to use this and for the claim being
created to be acceptable there must be an accompanying Band entered on the
Treatment Category “tab” which must be of an equal or higher value.

If an ACORN Assessment is due for the patient and is appropriate for the claim being created
and the Date of Acceptance of the claim is 01/04/20 or later then tick the box. If ticked on an
earlier claim then the screen will fail.
If this box is ticked then the claim being created must include at least one of the following
ACORN items (Medical History, Social History, Dental History, Tooth Decay, Total Number of
Teeth in the Mouth, Periodontal Health, Other Dental Need, Decayed Permanent Teeth or
Decayed Deciduous Teeth) otherwise the screen will fail. Note however note that it is not
mandatory to tick this box if ACORN items are entered on screen. It acts solely as a reminder
to enter ACORN data.

If no ACORN items are on the claim once the claim is submitted it will be processed but, if no
ACORN items can be found on previous claims for the patient under the same performer,
contract or provider within the last 12 months then the claim will have a comment “No
ACORN History Found” generated on the next pay statement.

Exemptions, Remissions & Patient’s Charge

Use this “tab” to enter any exemption or remission appropriate for the patient concerned or to
enter the patient charge collected from the patient. Only one exemption or remission category can
be entered. If any exemption or remission category is entered then one of the Evidence of
Exemption or Remission Seen boxes must be ticked. These boxes should not be used if no remission
or exemption category has been entered.
None of the fields are strictly mandatory but the following on-screen validation checks will take
place:




If the patient is aged under 18 at the Date of Acceptance then the Patient Under 18 box
must be ticked
Conversely if the patient is aged 18 or over at the Date of Acceptance then the Patient
Under 18 box must not be ticked
If the Aged 18 in Full Time Education box is ticked then the patient must be aged 18 at the
Date of Acceptance





If Partial remission - HC3 Certificate is ticked than there must be an accompanying non-zero
patient charge entered (unless the claim is saved as a Draft)
If Expectant Mother or Nursing Mother is entered then the patient must of course be female
If Exam Only – Under 25/60 or Over is entered this can only be ticked if there is an
accompanying Band 1 selected on the Treatment Category “tab”. It can also only be used if
the patient’s age at Date of Acceptance is indeed under 25 or 60 or over.



Supporting Evidence

The Supporting Evidence “tab” is new and does not currently exist on the Activity Amendment
screens. Enter in here any relevant supporting information to an exemption or a remission entered
on the claim. This equates with the supporting information entered on the reverse of the paper
form.
The sections on this screen are as follows:





Name and relationship to patient of a person signing on behalf of a patient
Name of the college or university attended by a patient claiming Aged 18 in Full Time
Education exemption
NHS Maternity Exemption Certificate Number and expected/actual confinement date for
patients claiming Expectant Mother or Nursing Mother exemption
Name, Date of Birth and National Insurance Number of person receiving Income Support,
Income Based Jobseeker’s Allowance, Income Related Employment Support Allowance or
Pension Credit Guarantee Credit



For HC2, HC3 or Tax Credit remissions the certificate or card number and, in the case of HC3
certificate, the partial patient charge paid

Entering data in this “tab” is optional and no cross validation is performed against other data
captured for the claim but we recommend it to be used if the relevant exemption or remission
categories have been claimed.

Treatment Category

Use this “tab” to enter the type of treatment carried out. Only one Band of treatment can be
selected.
If nothing is entered on this “tab” then (unless Domiciliary Services or Sedation Services is entered
on the Other “tab”) the claim cannot be created because there is no significant treatment present on
the claim (unless the claim is saved as a Draft).
If Regulation 11 Replacement Appliance is ticked then, unless the claim is saved as a Draft, there
must be an accompanying appropriate patient charge collected entered in the Exemptions &
Remissions “tab”. If an amount is entered but is inappropriate the claim will fail validation when it is
submitted to the Compass validation processing

Clinical Data Set

This “tab” will be used to capture the detail of the actual treatment of which the course of treatment
consists. It will also be used to record the Decayed tooth counts. If the course has resulted in a
referral, the Referral for Advanced Mandatory Services Band can be entered here, but there must be
an accompanying Band recorded on the Treatment Category “tab” (unless the claim is saved as a
Draft).
Just as on the paper form, some fields require a tick box while others require a number.
For the 2020 change a number of new items have been introduced to this screen which may only be
used on claims where the Date of Acceptance is on or after 01/04/20. There are also a number of
items previously available which are now discontinued although they can still be entered using the
old version of this screen tab (below) if the Date of Acceptance of the claim is prior to 01/04/20.
Note that if they are used on later claims a screen failure will occur.
New items appropriate from 01/04/20
Toothbrushing Instruction/Inter Dental Cleaning/
Plaque Retentive Factors
Upper and/or Lower Metal Dentures
Prevention and Stabilisation
Onlays with Cusp Coverage

Tick box
Enter number of dentures 1 or 2
Enter number of teeth
Enter number of teeth

Examination
Pre-formed Crowns
Advanced Perio Root Surface Debridement
Discontinued items from 01/04/20
Scale and Polish
Upper Metal Denture
Lower Metal Denture
Inlays
Examination (tick box)
Antibiotic Items Prescribed
Best Practice Prevention

Clinical Data Set Screen for Pre 01/04/20 claims

Enter 1 for Examination Complete
Enter 0 for Examination Not Possible
Enter number of teeth
Enter number of sextants 1 to 6 only

Other

This tab is used to record any of the following tick boxes which may be applicable to the claim.










Treatment on Referral
To be used when the treatment being carried out is on referral from another contract. It
cannot be used if Referral for AMS has also been selected on the Clinical Data Set “tab”
Free Repair/Replacement
To be used for repair/replacement of a treatment performed in the previous 12 months.
Unless the claim is saved as a Draft, there must be an accompanying Band 2, Band 3 or
Urgent Treatment in the Treatment Category “tab” on the claim
Further Treatment Within 2 Months
To be used for continuation treatment of a treatment performed in the previous 2 months.
Unless the claim is saved as a Draft, there must be an accompanying Band in the Treatment
Category “tab” of the claim.
Domiciliary Services
Sedation Services
Recall Interval (formerly NICE Guidance)
A number of months should be entered here. Zero is an unacceptable value and will not be
recognised. Note the amended wording to this item.

Note that if Free Repair/Replacement or Further Treatment Within 2 Months is selected the relevant
checks to match the claim up with an historical claim will be performed by the Compass claim
validation process and the presence or absence of such an historical claim will not be detected by
this screen’s validation.

Ethnic Origin

The Ethnic Origin is a new “tab” that doesn’t currently exist on the Activity Amendment screens. It
allows for the tick box entry of a single ethnic origin as currently available on the reverse of the
paper forms.

Dentist Declaration

This “tab” will only be displayed if you have created the claim as a Performer or as a
Provider/Performer and chosen “Activity Creation (Performer)”.
The claim just created can only be submitted for Compass validation processing if at least one of the
boxes in this “tab” is ticked.
Note the slightly amended wording for the first two declarations.

Submitting the FP17W Claim to Compass, Submitting the FP17W Claim for
Authorisation, Saving the FP17W Claim as a Draft or Cancel
If you have created the claim as a Performer, or as a Provider/Performer and chosen “Activity
Creation (Performer)”, on selecting the “Save and Create Another FP17/FP17W” or “Save and Return
to Launch Screen” buttons the claim will be submitted to Compass for full validation processing. It
may be possible, in spite of the on-screen validation checks that have taken place, that the claim
submitted could be found to fail validation. The more common validation errors that could still occur
surround the following areas:





If the claim has been submitted for the same patient and same provider or performer before
then the newly created claim may fail a duplicate/overlapping dates check
If the claim is for Further Treatment Within 2 Months or Free Repair/Replacement it could
fail validation if the original supporting claim cannot be found.
If the Date of Acceptance and Completion are outside the known periods of the contract or
performer then the claim could still fail validation.
If an incorrect patient charge has been entered for a Regulation 11 claim

If you have created the claim as a non-performer then selecting the “Save and Create Another
FP17/FP17W” or “Save and Return to Launch Screen” buttons will not submit the claim for Compass
validation processing but will place the claim in an Authorisation List awaiting authorisation by the
performer whose number has been entered on the claim.
If “Save as Draft and Create Another FP17/FP17W” or “Save as Draft and Return to Launch Screen” is
chosen the claim will be placed in a Draft claims list. This is so that claims can be created at the start
of a longer course of treatment, can be amended during the course of treatment and can eventually
be “Finalised” at the end of the course of treatment or, for incomplete courses, when it is decided
that the form must now be submitted. Because a claim is being stored in a Draft state only, certain
of the on-screen validation checks that would normally be carried out if a completed claim was being
created are waived. This includes the following:






It will not be necessary at this stage to specify a Location Id
If you are not logged in as a Performer it will not be necessary to identify the Performer Id at
this stage
Date of Completion/Last Visit is not mandatory at this stage
The type of treatment (eg Band value) does not need to be specified at this stage
A patient’s charge collected value is not mandatory at this stage

If “Cancel and Return to Launch Screen” is selected then you will be returned to the “Launch” screen
to enable the entry of claims for another contract and/or performer or another Form Type. The
message “Any data on the claim being currently created will be lost. Do you want to continue?
Yes/No” will be displayed. As the message implies, any data entered for the current claim being
created will be lost but data for any claims previously successfully created will be retained. “Yes” will
return you to the “Launch” screen, “No” will allow you to continue to enter data for the claim on
screen.

Maintain or Finalise Draft FP17W Claim

If you have chosen this option the above screen will be displayed showing a list of all the claims,
both FP17W and FP17OW, that have been created in draft form. If you have logged in as a
Performer, or have chosen “Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims (Performer)” this list will consist of all
draft forms that have your Performer Id placed on them and the following note will be displayed:
“The claims listed below have been created in Draft form by your practice. You can either
amend the claim and keep it in draft form or Finalise the claim which will send the claim for
processing by the NHS Dental Services system”
The above example shows this message. But if you have not logged on as a Performer the list will
consist of all draft claims for the practice and the following alternative note will be displayed:
“The claims listed below have been created in Draft form by your practice. You can either
amend the claim and keep it in draft form or Finalise the claim after which the claim needs
to be formally Authorised by the appropriate performer in order to send it for processing by
the NHS Dental Services system”
The Action column on the right allows the following options.





View Draft
This will display the full details of the claim.
Delete
This will remove the claim from the Draft List after the deletion is confirmed on a
confirmation box that will be displayed
Amend Draft
This will present the selected claim in the amendable tab format described earlier. The claim



can be amended without needing to finalise the claim. Like when Draft claims are created,
certain on-screen validation checks are waived once the “Save Amended Claim” button is
chosen. Use “Cancel” to abort the amendment.
Finalise Draft
This will present the selected claim in the amendable tab format described earlier. If
necessary, final amendments can be carried out to the data. If you are logged on as a
Performer, or have chosen “Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims (Performer)” then the Dentist
Declaration “tab” must be completed in order to finalise the claim but that having done so
the claim will be immediately submitted for Compass validation. Otherwise, if you are not
logged in as a performer user, the claim will be placed in the Authorisation list to await
authorisation by the designated performer. Note that regardless as to how the user is logged
on, full on-screen validation is carried out at this point once the “Finalise” button is selected
and checks are no longer waived. Use “Cancel” to abort the finalisation process on the claim.

View Authorisation List

If you have logged on as a Provider or as a Provider/Performer you can choose View Authorisation
List from the Activity menu. This will result in the display of the above screen. Enter or choose from
the drop down list a Contract Id and/or a Performer Id and press Search. This will then display a list
of all the claims awaiting performer authorisation for the practice for the contract and/or performer
supplied. However, although this shows the claims currently present on that list it will not allow you
to authorise the claims. This still has to be done by the individual performers themselves using the
Activity Authorisation Search menu option.
The entry in the right hand column will allow you to view the full details of the claim awaiting
authorisation.
The entry “Export Grid Data” allows you to extract the contents of the list into an Excel, HTML or PDF
format.

Activity Authorisation Search

If you have logged in as a Performer or a Provider/Performer the Activity Authorisation Search
option will be available in the Activity Menu. This will result in the display of the above screen. This
shows a list of all claims, both FP17W and FP17OW, which have been created on your behalf but
which are awaiting your authorisation. The Action column on the right allows the following options.





Authorise
This will present the selected claim in the amendable tab format described earlier. Note that
the screen is identical to that for the creation of a claim but that it contains the data as
entered on your behalf and has the Dentist Declaration “tab” shown uppermost. A tick entry
in any one of these boxes followed by selecting the “Authorise” button will be sufficient to
submit the claim for Compass validation processing. However, if necessary, the data on the
claim can first be augmented or amended by selecting the appropriate “tab” and carrying
out the necessary change.
View Activity
This will display the full details of the claim as created on your behalf
Delete
This will remove the claim from the Authorisation List after the deletion is confirmed on a
confirmation box that will be displayed

The entry “Export Grid Data” (available as a drop down under the “Authorise All” option allows you
to extract the contents of the list into an Excel, HTML or PDF format.
As an alternative to individually authorising each claim on the list a button “Authorise All” is
supplied. On pressing this you will be presented with the following screen.

As with the normal Dentist Declaration tab, one or more of the boxes can be ticked. On pressing
“Authorise All” the declaration(s) entered will be automatically applied to every claim on the list
which will then all be submitted for Compass validation processing.

FP17OW Section
Creation of FP17OW orthodontic claims follows the same pattern as with FP17Ws but with
necessary differences that this separate form type demands. However, much of the “tab”
functionality is exactly the same as for the FP17W claim. Nevertheless for the purposes of this
document we have repeated this information so that practices dealing solely with FP17OW forms
can refer to this section of the document without cross-reference to the section on FP17Ws.
If you have selected to create FP17OW forms the next screen displayed will allow you to enter the
relevant information. You may notice that the layout of this screen is very similar to the existing
claim amendment screen DCS121 whereby paper FP17OW claims can be amended. Unlike those
screens all the data fields (except the prepopulated Contract Id and, if selected, Performer Id and
Location Id) are blank awaiting fresh data entry.

FP17OW Creation Screen
The fields coloured green are mandatory fields, unless the narrative indicates that they are optional
if the claim is saved as a Draft.
At the head of the screen (below) are the following fields:






Contract ID
This is non-amendable field and is the Contract Id entered on the preceding “Launch”
screen.
Performer ID
If previously entered, the Performer Id will also be shown but this can be amended if
necessary. If the Performer Id has not been previously entered it must be entered at this
stage unless the claim has been saved as a Draft.
Treatment Location ID
If previously entered the Location Id will be shown but this can be amended if necessary. If it
has not been previously entered it must be entered at this stage unless the claim has been
saved as a Draft.

The different areas of the form are represented by separate “tabs”. Most of the “tabs” you may be
familiar with from past claim amendments but there are three new ones that it has been necessary
to create.
The following will detail the information required in each “tab”.

Patient Information

Patient information can be entered either by:
c) typing the Surname, Forename and Date of Birth and selecting the appropriate Sex. This will
need to be used for new patients to a practice. For the patient’s address, this can either be
typed in manually or the postcode can be entered, the magnifying glass adjacent to it clicked
and the appropriate address selected from the resultant list (see Address Selection List
sample screen below). Note that the Date of Birth can entered in either of the following
formats:
DDMMCCYY
DD/MM/CCYY
d) selecting the patient from an existing list of patients applicable to the contract and/or
performer specified (see Patient Selection List sample screen below). This is instigated by
using the magnifying glass symbol next to the field “Patient ID”. The patients will be shown
with the most recent available addresses that we have for them. The list can be reduced and
refined by entering search criteria at the head of the appropriate column (eg. Entering a
surname or part of a surname at the head of the Surname column). Select the appropriate
patient and the patient and address details will populate the relevant fields on the tab. If the
address is no longer correct this does not preclude the patient being chosen and the address
can be suitably amended afterwards, either manually or by entering the new postcode and
using the Postal Address Selector magnifying glass symbol.

Patient Selection List

Address Selection List

This screen also allows for the recording of the optional Previous Surname, Patient’s E-mail Address
and Patient’s Mobile Telephone Number fields. The two fields labelled “Patient Declined” are greyed
out as they are only applicable to English FP17O claims.

Exemptions, Remissions & Patient’s Charge

Use this “tab” to enter any exemption or remission appropriate for the patient concerned or to
enter the patient charge collected from the patient. Only one exemption or remission category can
be entered. If any exemption or remission category is entered then one of the Evidence of
Exemption or Remission Seen boxes must be ticked. These boxes should not be used if no remission
or exemption category has been entered.
None of the fields are strictly mandatory but the following on-screen validation checks will take
place:






If the patient is aged under 18 at the Date of Acceptance then the Patient Under 18 box
must be ticked
Conversely if the patient is aged 18 or over at the Date of Acceptance then the Patient
Under 18 box must not be ticked
If the Aged 18 in Full Time Education box is ticked then the patient must be aged 18 at the
Date of Acceptance
If Partial remission - HC3 Certificate is ticked than there must be an accompanying non-zero
patient charge entered (unless the claim is saved as a Draft)
If Expectant Mother or Nursing Mother is entered then the patient must of course be female

NB. The Exam Only – Under 25/60 or Over category cannot be used for FP17O claims. If used the
claim will fail Compass validation.

Supporting Evidence

The Supporting Evidence “tab” is new and does not currently exist on the Activity Amendment
screens. Enter in here any relevant supporting information to an exemption or a remission entered
on the claim. This equates with the supporting information entered on the reverse of the paper
form.
The sections on this screen are as follows:







Name and relationship to patient of a person signing on behalf of a patient
Name of the college or university attended by a patient claiming Aged 18 in Full Time
Education exemption
NHS Maternity Exemption Certificate Number and expected/actual confinement date for
patients claiming Expectant Mother or Nursing Mother exemption
Name, Date of Birth and National Insurance Number of person receiving Income Support,
Income Based Jobseeker’s Allowance, Income Related Employment Support Allowance or
Pension Credit Guarantee Credit
For HC2, HC3 or Tax Credit remissions the certificate or card number and, in the case of HC3
certificate, the partial patient charge paid

Entering data in this “tab” is optional and no cross validation is performed against other data
captured for the claim but we recommend it to be used if the relevant exemption or remission
categories have been claimed.

Orthodontic Data Set

Use this “tab” to record any Orthodontic Data Set details required concerning the appliances or
retainers fitted, radiographs taken or extractions made.
For radiographs enter the appropriate number and select the relevant tick box for the appliances or
retainers used.
For extractions the method of recording the tooth notations involved is somewhat more
complicated in that each individual tooth must be recorded in a separate transaction. In order to add
a tooth notation select the “Create” button. This will present you with a box (see below) into which
the Quadrant and Tooth notation can be selected from a drop-down list in each case. Select the
“Save/Create” button to add further tooth notations or “Save” to return to the Orthodontic Data Set
“tab”.

Orthodontic Assessment & Treatment Start

This “tab” is used to record the assessment and start of treatment phase and should only be used at
that phase of the course of treatment. It cannot be used in conjunction with any Completion aspect
of the course of treatment which necessarily goes onto a separate and later claim.
Select one of the tick boxes “Assessment & review”, “Assess & refuse treatment” or “Assess &
appliance fitted”. Without one of these boxes ticked the claim cannot be accepted unless the claim is
saved as a Draft. Selection of any one of these boxes will allow the entry of “IOTN”, “Aesthetic
Component” and/or “IOTN not applicable”. Note that if an IOTN value of 3 is entered then an
accompanying Aesthetic Component item is mandatory.
Date of Assessment is mandatory if anything is entered in this “tab”.
The three dates can be typed in any of the following formats or selected from the calendar selector
provided in each case:
DDMMYY
DD/MM/YY
DDMMCCYY
DD/MM/CCYY
The Date of Referral is an optional field but if entered must not be after the Date of Assessment. The
Date Appliance Fitted must not be prior to the Date of Assessment and need only be present if
“Assess & appliance fitted” is ticked unless the claim is saved as a Draft.

Orthodontic Conclusion
Note the replacement of the previous title Orthodontic Completion with the revised term
Orthodontic Conclusion.
This “tab” should be used when an orthodontic course of treatment has reached its end. It cannot be
used in conjunction with any Assessment or Treatment Start aspect of the course of treatment
which necessarily will have been submitted on an earlier claim.
Unless the claim is saved as a Draft the Date of Completion is mandatory if anything is entered in this
“tab” and can be typed in any of the following formats or selected from the calendar selector
provided in each case:
DDMMYY
DD/MM/YY
DDMMCCYY
DD/MM/CCYY
Select one of the tick boxes “Treatment abandoned – patient failed to return”, “Treatment
abandoned – patient requested”, “Treatment Discontinued” or “Treatment Completed. Without one
of these boxes ticked the claim cannot be accepted unless the claim is saved as a Draft.

Optionally enter “PAR scores calculated” tick box, “IOTN”, “Aesthetic Component” and/or “IOTN not
applicable”. Note that if an IOTN value of 3 is entered then an accompanying Aesthetic Component
item is mandatory.
Note that the items Repair to Appliance Fitted by Another Dentist and Regulation 11 Replacement
[orthodontic] Appliance have been removed from this tab and placed in a new tab specifically for
those two items.

Ortho Reg 11/Appliance Repair

This “tab” should be used when either of the items Repair to an Appliance Fitted by Another Dentist
or Regulation 11 Replacement [orthodontic] Appliance is required. It cannot be used in conjunction
with any Assessment or Treatment Start or Treatment Conclusion aspect of a course of treatment.
Unless the claim is saved as a Draft the Date of Completion is mandatory if anything is entered in this
“tab” and can be typed in any of the following formats or selected from the calendar selector
provided in each case:
DDMMYY
DD/MM/YY
DDMMCCYY
DD/MM/CCYY
Select one of the tick boxes “Repair to an appliance fitted by another dentist” or “Regulation 11
replacement appliance”. Without one of these boxes ticked the claim cannot be accepted unless the
claim is saved as a Draft.

If “Regulation 11 Replacement Appliance” is ticked then, unless the claim is saved as a Draft, there
must be an accompanying appropriate patient charge collected entered in the Exemptions &
Remissions “tab”. If an amount is entered but is inappropriate the claim will fail validation when it is
submitted to the Compass validation processing.

Ethnic Origin

The Ethnic Origin is a new “tab” that doesn’t currently exist on the Activity Amendment screens. It
allows for the tick box entry of a single ethnic origin as currently available on the reverse of the
paper forms.

Dentist Declaration

This “tab” will only be displayed if you have created the claim as a Performer or as a
Provider/Performer and chosen “Activity Creation (Performer)”.
The claim just created can only be submitted for Compass processing if at least one of the boxes in
this “tab” is ticked.
If anything is entered in this “tab” then the claim cannot be saved as a Draft.
Note the slightly amended wording for the first two declarations.

Submitting the FP17OW Claim to Compass, Submitting the FP17OW Claim for
Authorisation, Saving the FP17OW Claim as a Draft or Cancel
If you have created the claim as a Performer, or as a Provider/Performer and chosen “Activity
Creation (Performer)”, on selecting the “Save and Create Another FP17O/FP17OW” or “Save and
Return to Launch Screen” buttons the claim will be submitted to Compass for full validation
processing. It may be possible, in spite of the on-screen validation checks that have taken place, that
the claim submitted could be found to fail validation. The more common validation errors that could
still occur surround the following areas:






If the claim has been submitted for the same patient and same provider or performer before
then the newly created claim may fail a duplicate dates check
If the claim is out of sequence (eg. An Assess and Review claim is submitted where the most
recent claim for the same patient was an Assess and Appliance fitted) the newly created
claim my fail history validation checks.
If the Date of Assessment, Date Appliance Fitted or Date of Completion are outside the
known periods of the contract or performer then the claim could still fail validation.
If an incorrect patient charge has been entered for a Regulation 11 claim.

If you have created the claim as a non-performer then selecting the “Save and Create Another
FP17O/FP17OW” or “Save and Return to Launch Screen” buttons will not submit the claim for
Compass validation processing but will place the claim in an Authorisation List awaiting authorisation
by the performer whose number has been entered on the claim.
If “Save as Draft and Create Another FP17O/FP17OW” or “Save as Draft and Return to Launch
Screen” is chosen the claim will be placed in a Draft claims list. This is so that claims can be created
at the start of a longer assessment period or course of treatment, can be amended during that
period and can eventually be “Finalised” at the end of that period when it is decided that the form
must now be submitted. Because a claim is being stored in a Draft state only, certain of the onscreen validation checks that would normally be carried out if a completed claim was being created
are waived. This includes the following:






It will not be necessary at this stage to specify a Location Id
If you are not logged in as a Performer it will not be necessary to identify the Performer Id at
this stage
The type of treatment (eg Assess and Review, Assess/Appliance Fitted, Treatment
Discontinued etc) does not need to be specified at this stage
Certain otherwise mandatory dates are not insisted upon at this stage
A patient’s charge collected value is not mandatory at this stage

If “Cancel and Return to Launch Screen” is selected then you will be returned to the “Launch” screen
to enable the entry of claims for another contract and/or performer or another Form Type. The
message “Any data on the claim being currently created will be lost. Do you want to continue?
Yes/No” will be displayed. As the message implies, any data entered for the current claim being
created will be lost but data for any claims previously successfully created will be retained. “Yes” will
return you to the “Launch” screen, “No” will allow you to continue to enter data for the claim on
screen.

Maintain or Finalise Draft FP17OW Claim

If you have chosen this option the above screen will be displayed showing a list of all the claims,
both FP17W and FP17OW, that have been created in draft form. If you have logged in as a
Performer, or have chosen “Maintain or Finalise Draft Claims (Performer)” this list will consist of all
draft forms that have your Performer Id placed on them and the following note will be displayed:
“The claims listed below have been created in Draft form by your practice. You can either
amend the claim and keep it in draft form or Finalise the claim which will send the claim for
processing by the NHS Dental Services system”
The above example shows this message. But if you have not logged on as a Performer the list will
consist of all draft claims for the practice and the following alternative note will be displayed:
“The claims listed below have been created in Draft form by your practice. You can either
amend the claim and keep it in draft form or Finalise the claim after which the claim needs
to be formally Authorised by the appropriate performer in order to send it for processing by
the NHS Dental Services system”
The Action column on the right allows the following options.





View Draft
This will display the full details of the claim.
Delete
This will remove the claim from the Draft List after the deletion is confirmed on a
confirmation box that will be displayed
Amend Draft
This will allow the draft claim to be amended without needing to finalise the claim. Like



when Draft claims are created, certain on-screen validation checks are waived once the
“Save Amended Claim” button is chosen. Use “Cancel” to abort the amendment.
Finalise Draft
This will present the selected claim in the amendable tab format described earlier. If
necessary, data on other “tabs” can first be augmented or amended. If you are logged on as
a Performer, or have chosen “maintain or Finalise Draft Claims (Performer)” then the Dentist
Declaration “tab” must be completed in order to finalise the claim but that having done so
the claim will be immediately submitted for Compass validation. Otherwise, if you are not a
performer user, the claim will be placed in the Authorisation list to await authorisation by
the designated performer. Note that regardless as to how the user is logged on full onscreen validation is carried out at this point once the “Finalise” button is selected and checks
are no longer waived. Use “Cancel” to abort the finalisation process on the claim.

View Authorisation List

If you have logged on as a Provider or as a Provider/Performer you can choose View Authorisation
List from the Activity menu. This will result in the display of the above screen. Enter or choose from
the drop down list a Contract Id and/or a Performer Id and press Search. This will then display a list
of all the claims awaiting performer authorisation for the practice for the contract and/or performer
supplied. However, although this shows the claims currently present on that list it will not allow you
to authorise the claims. This still has to be done by the individual performers themselves using the
Activity Authorisation Search menu option.
The entry in the right hand column will allow you to view the full details of the claim awaiting
authorisation.
The entry “Export Grid Data” allows you to extract the contents of the list into an Excel, HTML or PDF
format.

Activity Authorisation Search

If you have logged in as a Performer or a Provider/Performer the Activity Authorisation Search
option will be available in the Activity Menu. This will result in the display of the above screen. This
shows a list of all claims, both FP17W and FP17O,W which have been created on your behalf but
which are awaiting your authorisation. The Action column on the left allows the following options.





Authorise
This will present the selected claim in the amendable tab format described earlier. Note that
the screen is identical to that for the creation of a claim but that it contains the data as
entered on your behalf and has the Dentist Declaration “tab” shown uppermost. A tick entry
in any one of these boxes followed by selecting the “Authorise” button will be sufficient to
submit the claim for Compass validation processing. However, if necessary, the data on the
claim can first be augmented or amended by selecting the appropriate “tab” and carrying
out the necessary change.
View Activity
This will display the full details of the claim as created on your behalf
Delete
This will remove the claim from the Authorisation List after the deletion is confirmed on a
confirmation box that will be displayed

The entry “Export Grid Data” (available as a drop down under the “Authorise All” option allows
you to extract the contents of the list into an Excel, HTML or PDF format.
As an alternative to individually authorising each claim on the list a button “Authorise All” is
supplied. On pressing this you will be presented with the following screen.

As with the normal Dentist Declaration tab, one or more of the boxes can be ticked. On pressing
“Authorise All” the declaration(s) entered will be automatically applied to every claim on the list
which will then all be submitted for Compass validation processing.

Summary of Available Functions According to User Log-on Type




If you have logged on to Compass as a Performer you can carry out the following functions
concerning On-line FP17/FP17O claims.
o Create completed claims under your Performer Id that are then immediately
submitted to Compass for processing
o Create Draft claims under your Performer Id that are then held on the practice’s
Draft Claim list
o Amend Draft claims that are created under your Performer Id. They will remain on
the Draft Claims list
o Finalise Draft claims under your Performer id which are then immediately submitted
for Compass processing
o Authorise completed claims, either individually or by using “Authorise All”, that have
been created by others in the practice on your behalf. These claims are then sent
immediately for Compass processing.
o Authorise former Draft claims, either individually or by using “Authorise All”, that
have been Finalised on your behalf by others in the practice. These claims are then
sent immediately for Compass processing.
If you have logged onto Compass as a Provider/Performer you can carry out the following
functions concerning On-line FP17/FP17O claims.
o Create completed claims under your Performer Id that are then immediately
submitted to Compass for processing
o Create completed claims for other Performers in your practice which are then held
in the Authorisation list pending authorisation by the Performer involved.
o Create Draft claims under your Performer Id that are then held on the practice’s
Draft Claim list
o Create Draft claims for other Performers in your practice that are then held on the
practice’s Draft Claim list.
o Amend Draft claims that are created under your Performer Id. They will remain on
the Draft Claims list
o Amend Draft claims created for other performers at your practice. They will remain
on the Draft Claims list
o Finalise Draft claims under your Performer id which are then immediately submitted
for Compass processing
o Finalise Draft claims created for other performers at your practice. These claims are
then held in the Authorisation list pending authorisation by the Performer involved.
o Authorise completed claims, either individually or by using “Authorise All”, that have
been created by others in the practice on your behalf. These claims are then sent
immediately for Compass processing.
o Authorise former Draft claims, either individually or by using “Authorise All”, that
have been Finalised on your behalf by others in the practice. These claims are then
sent immediately for Compass processing.
o View a list of claims that are currently awaiting performer authorisation.



If you have not logged on as a Performer or Performer/Provider you can carry out the
following functions concerning On-line FP17/FP17O claims.
o Create completed claims for Performers in your practice which are then held in the
Authorisation list pending authorisation by the Performer involved.
o Create Draft claims for Performers in your practice that are then held on the
practice’s Draft Claim list.
o Amend Draft claims created for performers at your practice. They will remain on the
Draft Claims list
o Finalise Draft claims created for performers at your practice. These claims are then
held in the Authorisation list pending authorisation by the Performer involved.
o View a list of claims that are currently awaiting performer authorisation.

How Created Claims Will Appear in Compass
Claims that are in the Authorisation List awaiting authorisation, because they have not been fully
validated and processed will not be accessible using the normal Compass claim viewing facilities. The
same applies to claims created in a Draft state.
Those that have been authorised or have been created or finalised directly by a Performer will be
visible using the “Activity Search (Detail)” menu option just like any other real paper claim. In the
display grid DCS126 (for Providers) or DCS127 (for Performers) each such claim will show when and
by whom it was created or authorised. If the claim is found to have failed Compass validation it will
show the relevant error code. Note that it is envisaged that far fewer claims created in this way will
fail validation than the current paper claims.
The claims are available for display, correction, deletion or post payment amendment in the normal
way as with ordinary real paper claims.
Each created claim will be allocated a notional sequential Paper Image Number which will be a 9
digit number commencing with “1” and which will appear in the first column of screen DCS126 or
DCS127. Like a real Paper Image Number, if known, it can be used to directly access a claim.
Created claims that pass validation will have their UDA or UOA and patient charge calculated as
normal and will appear on the monthly pay statement.
Under certain circumstances it may be necessary for the NHSBSA Dental Services to create claims
using this process. If this is the case then the claim will appear on the monthly pay statement with
the comment “Created by BSA” shown beside it.
Claims created and authorised will normally be processed within seconds of being created. However,
there are certain occasions when there may be a delay in the processing of claims caused by the
suspension of the “rules engines” which process all claims be they paper, electronic, created on-line
or amended on-line. Generally this tends to be around the time of the monthly payment runs which
coincide with the Processing Date published on the annual Schedule Programme and the following 2
to 3 working days. On the evenings of these days claims created may have a delay in their
processing.

